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Dream is not that uohich you 5ee

Lohile

sleeping it is some thinq hat does
let you Sleep. urately said by Our

not

A.P.Í Abdul Kalam.

ream

_not

that which
is
me,
bhe qolden anqles qives us t o see, dream
i s that which uoe try to achieving ou

Accordinq to

goals. For that we háve to do lots oP

hard woTK and stay attentive abouE
Hhat.we must have a dream and my
to tuxn your dream, into realits. As I

know Hhat,your frsty need is deter
-mination. This Loill help youa liEtle
toind your uway to tuture.
have

decided mydream and also planned
for my futureand it ofl take lots of

tme to pursue our qoals but

w e have

to waiE HIL iE done.

I t doesn't matter how biq your dream

is, just focus on youur hard work anol

your present and whaE is your tomoow

This is vey important because aushinq

to you dream iwill notE qoinq _to help
you in_ any 0ay.

ATE

/

le Should not have lack_of motiyaHon
because it causes that a person torce
himself to leave his dream behind. S0,

stauinq motivated is also pat of the
goal and it you are not able to Stay
posfttve hen you wont be able to
achievee the dream, There are many
peopleinworld Loho think Hhat the
oill not be able

to

Complete ther qoals

and
and quit he ourney of heir dreams

lmid-way because hey had lack

motivatHon.

ForCompleting your dxeams successkully you
haye to Keep patience fn your mind and

remomnber your goals dails. There wi

be many hare Hmes in_which you will
feel lou but you have must remember

your g0al daily_and stay positive.
And set a smal tarqeE touwardsyour

dreamnand on fufilinq hem etwarcd

uourself These rewards can be

anythinq om toffee to your tavourite
Eing. S0, make a scheduled timetable
and enqage uyourself in otheL activittes.

AnotherHhing is Hhat not stay alsone

in life.S0,be uoith people Loho appreclate

you and stau oupou fom uyour haters
and motivates yol

Last and important thinq is that,don't
hesitate to make mis takes. LWe humans
are aluoays teared of maktng mistakes
but we have learnt that mistake help

uS

y

to learn. If you make

a

mistaKe

to face it and polish yourself and

earn Hom IE

We can say hat dreaming of goal is

easier for us and filfIlino our olream
is not Oasy

50,it you Loork
according to theseplans

oill
ledd you to the ight path and

tellinqonce again hat not to dream

blq because IE oill_ create lots of

obstacles in your life
P.

50, follousinq this you will be able to
fly ith your wings oE your dreams..
A
the very besE!!
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The hungry fox.
There was once a wolf, and he got very hungry, and so he went to have a look to see what
he
could find for dinner. After a bit he saw a ram feeding in a meadow, so he went up to him
and
said, “Mr. Ram, Mr. Ram, I’m going to eat you!” The ram answered, “Who are you, I should
like
to know, that you mean to eat me?”
“I’m a wolf, and I’m looking for a good dinner,” said the wolf. “What sort of a wolf do you
fancy
you are?” answered the ram.
“You’re not, you’re a dog!” “No, I’m not a dog,” said he, “I’m a wolf.” “Well then,” answered
the
ram, “if you’re a wolf, stand at the bottom of the hill and open your jaws wide. Then I’ll run
down
the hill and jump straight into your mouth.” “All right,” said the wolf.
So he stood at the bottom of the hill and opened his mouth wide, while the ram climbed to
the
top of the hill. Then he ran down the hill very fast, and hit the wolf with his horns as hard as
he
could.
The wolf rolled over, knocked senseless with the blow, while the ram ran off ho me. There lay
the wolf, till at last he came to himself again, with all his bones aching.
“Well, what a fool I must have been! ” thought he. “Who ever saw a ram jump into one’s
mouth of
his own free will?”
Then he went on further, just as hungry as ever, and after a bit he saw a horse walking in a
meadow nibbling the grass.
So he went up to him and said: “Mr. Horse, Mr. Horse, I’m going to eat you!” But the horse
answered, “Who are you, I should like to know,that you mean to eat me?” “I’m a wolf!” “You
think again,” answered the horse, “You’re only a dog!” “No, I’m not a dog,” said he, “I’m a
wolf.”
“Oh, if you are sure you’re a wolf, it’s all right. Only I’m not very fat yet, so you’d better begin
on
my tail, and meanwhile I’ll be munching some more grass and getting a little fuller.”
So the wolf went up to him from behind, and was just going to get to work on his tail, when
the
horse let out at him as hard as he could! And the wolf rolled over, while the horse ran off.
And there sat the wolf, and he thought, “Well, wasn’t I a fool! Wasn’t I a noodle! Who ever
heard
of anyone starting to eat a horse by the tail?”
And so he wandered on further, when after a bit he saw a pig coming towards him, so when
he
got to him he said, “Mr. Pig, Mr. Pig, I’m going to eat you!” But the pig answered, “Who are
you,
I should like to know, that you mean to eat me?” “I’m a wolf.”

“You’re a queer sort of wolf,” answered the pig, “you’re only a dog!” “No, I’m not a dog,” said
he,
“I’m a wolf!” “Oh, that’s all right then,” answered the pig, “you just sit down on my back. I’ll
give
you a ride, and then you can eat me.”
So the wolf sat down on the pig’s back, when lo and behold! the pig carried him straight into
the
village.
And all the dogs ran out, made a dash for the wolf, and began to tease him.
And they teased him so much, it was all he could do to tear himself away and run off back
into
the forest. The silly wolf was never seen again.

MACHINE
WITH SUPER
POWERS

Once there lived a scientist named, Mr.Bab-lab-lu Franken Justin.
People called him Mr.Bablu. He loved doing experiments and making
machines. He used to spend years in making machines. One day he
thought “I should create a machine for those who scold or harm me.”

But what should I make? Yes, got an idea. He said and set to work. He
worked for 11 months, finally machine was ready. “My machine is
ready now. It is amazing like me.” he said. It has 4 buttons, and
different buttons for different group of people. Green one is for my
friends if they harm me, something green will fall on them. Red one for
my wife if she disturbs me, something red will fall on her. Yellow for
family and white for strangers. “I am tired now, let’s go and sleep.” So,
he went to his room and slept. It was 1pm and he was still not awake.
His wife was angry as Mr.Bablu overslept. She bought a bucket of water
and threw over him. Mr.Bablu was awake but angry, so he pressed the
red button, there was a tomato sauce rain in their room. As he was
standing next to his wife, sauce fell on him too. He was angry and ran
out of his room, went into the kitchen. His mother saw him with
tomato sauce on him. So, she asked him to take a bath. He refused and
said first, I want breakfast. His mother ignored and told him to take a
bath. He was angry so, pressed the Yellow button. There was a noodle
rain in the kitchen. Now he was covered with noodles and sauce. “My
day is going bad, lets go to my friends place. Without changing his
clothes he ran outside and went to his friend’s house. His friend was
amazed to see him like that, still he welcomed him in his room. Manish,
Mr.Bablu’s friend bought coffee. They both were drinking coffee and
Manish brought his drawing book. Mr.Bablu was looking at the
paintings that Manish made, but suddenly his coffee mug fell on his
book. Manish was angry, he asked him to leave his house. Mr.Bablu
said him sorry but Manish started scolding him. Mr.Bablu was angry
and upset. He pressed the Green button, there was a rain of Spinach in
Manish’s room. Mr.Bablu had sauce, noodles and spinach on him. He
ran out and was walking slowly on the road. He was pushed by an
athlete running in a marathon. Again, his face was red with anger. He
pressed the white button now this time it was rain of eggs. Now

Mr.Bablu had sauce, noodles, spinach and toppings of eggs on him. On
the way to home dogs saw Mr.Bablu and ran after him as they thought
it was food. He too ran and reached home. He realized his mistake that
if someone harms you, it doesn’t mean you too need to harm. You can
talk politely and solve the problem. He threw his machine and lived
happily.

Thank You
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Has Social Media Change
the way we work or think

Around the world, billions of us use social media every day, and that number
just keeps growing.
We use it for every part of our lives – in our personal relationships, for
entertainment, at work and in our studies. Our growing love of social media is
not just changing the way we communicate – it’s changing the way we do
business, the way we are governed, and the way we live in society.
Across industries, social media is going from a “nice to have” to an
essential component of any business strategy. It started in the newsroom,
as Claire Wardle of the Tow Center for Digital Journalism explains: “In just
seven years, newsrooms have been completely disrupted by social media.
Social media skills are no longer considered niche, and solely the
responsibility of a small team in the newsroom. Instead social media affects
the way the whole organization runs.”
It’s a trend that is already spreading to businesses beyond the newsroom,
whether it be because of digital marketing or new customer service
communication channels. Other industries should look to the lessons learned
– or not – by the newsroom and ensure that they’re one step ahead of this
social media-enabled disruption.
Social media platforms may be the banks of the future
Imagine being able to pay your rent or make an investment through your
favourite social network. That might not be too far off, says Richard Eldridge
of Lenddo. “Social media is transforming banking relationships in very
significant ways, from improving customer service to allowing users to send
money to others via online platforms. New financial technology companies are
using social media to help people simply open a bank account. Social media
can even impact your ability to get a loan.”
But it won’t be without its problems: “The biggest challenge is maintaining
security standards and ensuring customers knowingly provide personal
information. Banks will also have to implement sophisticated social media
policies.”
Social media is shaking up healthcare and public health
The health industry is already using social media to change how it works,
whether through public health campaigns or virtual doctor’s visits on Skype.
It’s also helped groups of people, such as patients suffering from the same

condition, stay in touch, say Shannon Dosemagen of Public Laboratory for
Open Technology and Science and Lee Aase of Mayo Clinic Center for Social
Media and its Social Media Health Network: “Social media has been
responsible for relevant changes in both personal and community health,
especially by making it easier for large numbers of people to rapidly share
information.”
That’s not always a good thing: while social media does help official agencies
and experts share important information fast – such as during a disease
outbreak – it has a downside. “Social media is a two-way street, and allows
non-experts to share information just as rapidly as health agencies, if not
more so.” It’s this future that the health industry will need to plan for: “Health
agencies need to have plans in place ahead of time to be able to respond to
and counter misinformation or support accurate information shared via social
media.”
Social media is changing how we govern and are governed
Civic participation and engagement has been transformed with social media:
“Social media allows citizens to be the source of ideas, plans and initiatives in
an easier way than ever before” says Eileen Guo of Impassion Media. In the
future, we can expect more and more leaders to embrace this type of
transparent governance, as it becomes easier for them to interact with their
constituents: “Whereas politicians and government officials once had to travel
to interact with citizens, now online town halls strengthen the connections
between them, while providing a platform for direct input on government
initiatives.”
Social media is helping us better respond to disasters
From Facebook’s Safety Check – which allows users in disaster zones to
mark themselves as safe – to the rise of the CrisisMappers Network, we’ve
seen many examples of how social media and digital communications more
broadly are helping respond to disasters.
That looks set to continue, says Heather Leson of the Qatar Computing
Research Institute. In fact, more and more of us will be using social media to
contribute to disaster relief from wherever we are: “Digital responders can
immediately log on when news breaks about a natural disaster or humancreated catastrophe. Individuals and teams are activated based on skill sets of
volunteer and technical communities. These digital responders use their time
and technical skills, as well as their personal networks in an attempt to help

mitigate information overload for formal humanitarian aid in the field.” These
digital humanitarians will help close the gap in worldwide disaster response.
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How has social media change the way we work and thing
People nowadays depend upon social media. We can get news on social media , we can connect to
people from one place to another on social media . Three billion people, around 40% of the world’s
population, use online social media – and we’re spending an average of two hours every day sharing,
liking, tweeting and updating on these platforms, according to some reports. That breaks down to
around half a million tweets and Snapchat photos shared every minute. People use social media to vent
about everything from customer service to politics .In 2015, researchers at the Pew Research Center
based in Washington DC sought to find out if social media induces more stress than it relieves. In the
survey of 1,800 people, women reported being more stressed than men. Twitter was found to be a
“significant contributor” because it increased their awareness of other people’s stress. The ability to
connect and engage with people and information anywhere, anytime, and on any device is
fundamentally changing everything we know about how we work, how we lead, and how we manage
and it all started with the consumer web and social media. Nowadays mostly everyone is dependent on
social media ,from the child who attended online classes to the man who work in office or the man who
is retired from job . Because of these covid-19 pandamic all students who studied in schools, college’s to
all who work in offices all work shifted online . If you’re like me, each morning before checking Yahoo! Or
Google News or an online newspaper site like USA Today or CNN, you first look at the stories your friends
and people that you follow are sharing via Twitter or Facebook. After all, you didn’t choose the editors at
newspapers and other publications, but you did choose the people and groups that you follow on Twitter,
Facebook, or other social networks. Friends on social media are increasingly becoming people’s trusted
sources of information, even more than search engines. It is easier than ever to start and launch a
business today, in great part thanks to social media. We can not only locate potential collaborators and
employees through interest-focused Facebook groups, Twitter searches, and niche social networks, but
perhaps more importantly, social media gives people who have time, but little money for advertising, the
chance to engage with others and promote their business. While business in the past was generally
conducted with those in one’s immediate environment, social media, including everything from blogging
to tweeting to posting videos on YouTube, has opened new possibilities for both customers and clients.
Who we do business with and how we promote that business has moved increasingly online, and for
small business especially, social media has proved valuable. People certainly still meet others at social
venues like clubs and parties, but it is easier than ever to discover people who share our interests through
social media, whether that means via groups on Facebook or following people on Twitter. Even if your
interests lie in an obscure area, like 15th century poetry in France or Nepalese art, there is probably a
Facebook group about it, and a Twitter search will likely turn up other people talking about the same
subject. Communication that can happen through a social network, but via Tweetups and other in-person
events, people are expanding these online interactions to face-to-face meetings. The introductions are
initially made through social networks, then people develop the relationship using phone calls and inperson meetings .The old paradigm in communication was that people generally revealed very little of
their fears and doubts. They tried to present the image of themselves to other people as completely
confident and knowledgeable. The goal was to make sure that you appeared like you were always in
complete control. But this is shifting, in part, because of social media. The paradigm is now no longer to
try to appear perfect, but to be more transparent with your thoughts and feelings, to reveal your
humanness. Large media outlets still control much of our attention, now with social media, power is
increasingly more widespread. So-called mainstream media is no longer always the driving influencer of
public opinion.On Twitter, some individuals now have a million or more followers, Facebook Pages can

also have hundreds of thousands of fans, and YouTube videos can get millions of views when they go
viral. Most of this content is coming from regular people, rather than big, corporate-owned media
organizations. For example, writer Brandon Mendelson, who has over 950,000 followers on Twitter,
have used social media to increase their influence beyond what was possible for “regular people” in the
past.
In every era, cultures go through numerous changes, and in recent years ours has been more impacted
than anything else by social media. Large media companies are not likely to go away overnight, nor will
the need to communicate by phone or meet people in person, but social media is providing yet one more
means of engaging with people on this vast planet of ours, and if used effectively can give all of us
greater choice in how we live and what happens in our world.
How has social media changed your daily life?

HAS SOCIAL MEDIA CHANGED THE WAY WE WORK AND THINK?
Social media is a tool that is becoming quite popular day by day
because of its user friendly and unique features. Social media has
changed all platforms. It became a vital part of our life, from chatting to
marketing and money making. It helps to contact friends, family, and
other people even though they live far away. It is given that social
networking is a great means of communication. It is quick, easy, and
simple. In other word, the entire world is at just one touch finger away
and wholly thanks to social media. Today’s generation is particularly
one of the most aggressive users of the social media.
And now the answer is that social media has changed the way we work
and think. Technology has completely changed the way companies
collaborate. Technology
has helped us connect with people anywhere and at any time. This
increased in collaboration has brought a high level of flexibility in
communication that allows employees, co-workers, and managers to
connect with each other easily. Research has shown that 82% of
employees think that social media can improve work relationship and
60% believe social media support decision making processes. Now
company has a wide platform to share their opinion to the people
through advertisement. Advertisement is the unique way to attract
people and social media is the platform, which serve it to us, and this
leads to the increase in productivity and company’s growth. There are
many people who had started their business online and day by day it
become at large scale. Social media also give us lots of information and
different ideas from different people, so that we have a variety of good
ideas to choose and information to share. These days social media has

become more useful to us, as you all have to work from home and it
became a way to do work without going anywhere.
Social media has subconsciously changed the way we think. I believed it
has made us shallower and has increased the superficiality in our
society. Through social media, standards and norms are more
publicized; they have therefore become more prevalent in our lives.
There is no doubt it gives us insanely unrealistic vision of what life is or
should be. Spending too much time on social media activates herd
mentality. This means you may lose your ability to think for yourself
and form your own opinion because you’re more likely to go with
what’s most popular.

A World Without Social Media

Nowadays, everyone is on social media, from your friends to all big
company giants. I sometimes wonder, to what degree social media
has affected us. It definitely started the never-ending debate over
whether social media has killed communication or revived it. Whereas
some people find themselves socializing more with others, others are
found glued to their computer and mobile screen and too lazy to go for
a walk outside. But, social media also has its own benefits.

Social media has, surprisingly, shown users just how far it can go to
save lives across the globe. Users from all over the world participate
in online social causes to better the world and humankind. Without
social media, users would no longer have a place to start an online
petition, there would be less of a chance to find an organ or a blood
donor without the help of Twitter or Whatsapp, and less monetary
funds would be supplied through social media platforms towards the
recent floods in Central America.

Without social media, many movements like ‘Black Lives Matter’ may
never have happened. Perhaps there would be less people power and
more corporate and governmental control. For one, creativity would be
harder to come by. There would be less Tik Tok, Instagram Reels and
no more user-generated content. People wouldn’t have access to DIY
websites or tools, and many would be scared of getting a lawsuit for
borrowing or using content.

But, it is also true that without social media, we would no longer have
access to each others’ accounts (Facebook in particular), thus social
media users would see a drastic drop in stalking statistics and less
trolling and online bullying.

All in all, a world without social media is a different one indeed. Yes,
social media is bad. It’s also good. Like most things on the internet, it
depends on how you use them. Filter out the negativity, limit your
social media exposure, use it for the right reasons and bring your own
positivity to your online world.

CREATIVE WRITING

 An

unexpected gift can give us a lot of joy.
When we do not expect to get anything and
when someone gives us a gift, the joy is
boundless.

A

surprise gift gives incomparable joy.



The surprise element itself has the quality
of making a person happy.



If the surprise is in the form of a gift it gives
double happiness.

 When

a gift has been demanded and is given, it
does not contain the surprise element and is
only a satisfaction of a wish.



An unexpected gift is given out of love and
bestows the highest happiness.
*

 Among of

all the gifts I have ever received, the first
one is the best.



The best gift I ever received is none other than my
parents, given to me by God on my birthday.



Nowadays, not every child is fortunate enough to have
a mom to nurture him/her.



As for me, I am lucky to be raised by a loving mom.

 She

provide shelter and care so that we can live
comfortably.



Furthermore, Mommy give me the best education along
with security and financial support.



Other than that, I am also blessed with unconditional
love and uplifting support from my mom.

AN UNEXPECTED GIFT EVER

 Through

thick and thin, my mom have always been a
helping hand and a shoulder to cry on. My mom is my
life counsellors because she know what is best for
me.

 Last but

not least, it feels so joyful to live under
one roof with a great cook and a good Samaritan.



I always prepares healthy, nutritious and tasty
meals for the family and especially for my mom
because she is not physically healthy.

 In

a nutshell, I am grateful to have such caring mom.
She is the only who has been taking care of me and
loving me for who I am.

 Through

their examples and teachings, I am brought
up with good values. I love my mom and she means the
world to me  .

*

Code: Blr/ML/001/C4/CW
Beneath the Mask: My Encounter with the Self

2020! The COVID year!
The mask mania saving lives, hands consuming alcohol beyond permissible levels, social
distancing and not social unity is recommended as the invisible virus invades nations across
boundaries. Until recently these protective gears were identities of surgeons, a few factory
labourers or specific professionals as part of their safety protocol.
In no time, the tables turned, didn't it? The entire world was on masks at the drop of the hat. The
surgical ones, the cotton masks, three layered... talks about them on every medium. It is the
new normal.
Hey….wait…. Wasn't the mask culture prevalent? Weren't we wearing masks in the pre COVID
era?
Have we all forgotten about the much thicker, cynical and even more detrimental layer of shield
above the true face? The masks….the guise.
Conditioned to censor, screen, filter, keep our true personalities under wraps; well guarded from
the world; creating a universe of lies; manipulating with our inner consciousness these masks
are even deadlier than the pandemic.
A well curated display of a facade of our choice is presented to the world. Sometimes a false
smile or laughter, a pretentious pity or sympathy, a fanciful display of love or hate, revealing a
picture devoid of any emotions at a time when we seethe and boil within are the handiwork of
the veil that are our pride possessions.
Visibly surprised? Shocked?
That is another mask in action.
Let's face it. We all wear many social faces. We reflect only our best attribute. We are gentle
to elders on roads, while we actually have no regards for the adults in the family. We
sympathise with the younger lot, totally critical of the ones back home. We engage in a
conversation, just to be polite. A subdued us, a polished us, a presentable us in the heat of a
debate are meer masks. No matter what the topic of discussion is, we take a median path and
reveal the accepted version of our social behavior. Suppressing our desires, views and
reflections for fear of rejection, to avoid controversy reveals the sheer lack of empathy towards
the victims of the society.

Is the world overly populated with human beings? Nope, it is highly infested with veiled faces
thus creating a universe that is unnatural, synthetic, artificial, cosmetic and actually dreadful.
However, slowly and silently the culture of concealment has creeped and adulterated even the
closest and intimate social system. Dropping lower, it has seeped through relationships where
unconditional love, honesty should have taken the centre stage and where there is absolutely
no place for a fancy facade.
We carry the overwhelming burden of our masks along with us every day - day in and day out to
be precise, don't we?
Aren't we losing ourselves in its texture?
Haven't they become a natural extension of ourselves?
Don't we feel empty in its absence?
The masked life is wonderful, exciting and thrilling, yet empty, just like our lives.
We are trying to be comfortable with it. We are comfortable with it.
In fact we have begun to believe that we are the mask that we exhibit. Actually we are what
our masks are.
We live many lives within the limited life span, living nothing in its true sense.
One fine day, I was lazing in my private space. I let myself loose. I took a deep breath, another
one. and another ….I wanted to relax and shun the outer world from my world.
I got deeper and deeper into my heart and soul; into myself. I was lost. I was lost into
nothingness. Pop…. something fell on my lap. I popped my eyes wide to see what it was. It was
me…my party face, glittering and shining bright. Alarmed, I threw it away. My hands were jittery.
Shaking in fear.
Another thud. This time the intimate face fell on my lap. Oh! This is for my loved ones, all filled
with love. I was shocked, taken aback, but I got curious.
I then began to peel them, my faces one after the other.
Next, came the heinous multifaceted face where I outlive my colleagues and play around to
keep my position in tack.
The ones, just for my friends that giggles all the time, giggled away to the corner of the room.

The mask for those I dislike having no eyes to see the good in them, blinded by wrath, slid in the
dark.
The face with a smile fixed forever came next, the one reserved for the society.
And there were a lot many hardly used recently, yet will come handy at the appropriate time.
I carefully placed one after the other. The space seems to be filled with masks and only masks
of all colours and demeanour.
They smiled, stared, mocked and slowly raised higher in the air and began to dance, the dance
of the mask!
The dance of the mighty masks!
Nothing deterred me. Lost amidst my shields, I kept discarding my faces, and threw them
away in desperation; only that there seems to be no end to the task.
The dancing, giggling party mask suffocated me.
I was lamed by the ones lying in the corner and on the table. I hid myself from the ones behind
the tray. Then shied away from the subtle, professional mask, the mindful, intellectual meeting
mask….
Masks, masks everywhere. I choked….gasped for breath. I coughed and coughed till I felt
better.
I am wearing masks too? Another "Me too" moment. How would I look without the masks? I
was intrigued. I loved to know. I wanted to see. I yearned and yearned to witness the real me.
To feel the real me. To encounter the real me. I just couldn't quench the yearning. The desire
was strong and as moments ticked away, it only got stronger and fiercer. I could no longer resist
the blazing flames.
I got up, swept the swarming masks aside and rushed to the mirror. A stranger? A stranger at
my house? No..no on my mirror. An ugly, dark, cruel looking, wicked stranger. I wiped it hard
and looked for myself. There was this stranger again. Who is this? Who? Who? Any idea, who
this is?
This is the real you! I heard someone say it. The words reverberating and resonating, blaring
and deafening. I covered my ears hard.
The ugly stranger scoffed at me. I covered my face in distress and shame, for I would start
disliking myself too. I rushed back to the couch and lay there wondering and contemplating on
what I had just discovered. Time too flew like the masks, I guess.

Tiiiing Toong ……
Jerked at the sound. Mind muddled and fizzy, I cleared my thoughts, shook my head, rubbed
my eyes ….. it is the doorbell.
And at that moment, just at that moment all my faces scattered all over flew back and adorned
my face as I presented the smile reserved for the world.
My masks are my saviour!
And I, its dutiful slave!

Vimala Srihari Mule
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You Are What You Watch
Every day, I look forward to going down for my evening
walk with a friend. During a time like this, it is important to find
time for some fresh air and for your friends, where you are
allowed to bounce your thoughts on each other and brainstorm.
The evening walk calms my nerves, lets me relax and get
away from the indoors. During our walks, my friend and I
converse about almost about everything, from Politics to
Psychology. It is good mental stimulation and leaves me
profound, often thinking about the talks we have till the next day.
We once came about a topic, wherein we talked about how
children mimic their parents. It is an important part of their
development and this is how they pick up the most basic habits
like eating, sleeping and grooming.
During the walk, I saw a parent and child playing in sand
pit and they were building sandcastles, the child was copying
the parent. Child was trying to follow the parent by making a
similar castle by scooping up the sand and using tools that
parent was using. This is a good example of picking up through
watching.
Infants and toddlers are the world’s best imitators. Young
children learn everything from their parent or guardian. The
child pays attention to every detail, often mimicking their
parents doing daily tasks. Most of us have seen and observed
when we sweep the floor or talk over the phone your little one
pretends to do the same things in a playful manner.

It is safe to say and quite obvious that parents play a
pivotal role in molding and shaping a child’s behavior this in turn
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shapes their whole life. That is why it is important to be aware
of ourselves in front of children. The values that the child has
picked up influences their cognitive behavior. In simpler words
it affects their personality and traits especially in a social
setting.
Children start developing their sense of self through their
parent’s behavior. Their tone of voice, body language and
expression are absorbed by kids. They learn how to act by
observing their parents.

Children learn always watching what we do, they observe
how parents handle stress and complicated situations, this
enhances their critical thinking skills which they apply to their
daily life. They learn how to independently assess problems and
figure out whether it is something they can handle on their own
or require a parent help. They soak like sponges even when
parents think that the child is not paying attention. It is
important for a parent to be a positive role model.
According to “Social Learning Theory” children learn by
watching parents and immediate family members. For instance,
the ‘Bobo doll experiment’.

The Bobo Doll experiment was conducted by a renowned
Phycologist, Albert Bandura. He studied children’s behavior. The
children were exposed to a human model who behaved
aggressively as well as non-aggressively for different group of
children towards an inflatable Bobo doll (cartoon clowns).
In the experiment they made children watch a human
model who would punch, kick and abuse the doll. After some
time, the children were left in room a with a Bobo Doll and some
tough puzzles which were a bit challenging to solve. Children
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got frustrated as they were not able to solve the puzzle and they
released their frustration on the Bobo doll by kicking and
punching the doll using the similar words and actions that was
also seen in the human model.
Through this experiment, Bandura demonstrated how
children imitate and learn social behavior by watching.
Researchers saw that children treated the doll the same way
adults did. Children expressed the emotions that they were
exposed to, copied acts of aggression and even kindness
directed at the doll.
This experiment is an example.
A child finds a parent or an older guardian a safe and
secure space. Despite not being in a classroom they learn
important life skills. They Learn how to interact with their
surroundings in socially acceptable ways. We, ourselves have
seen a lot of incidents at home as well as schools.
This increases the responsibility of teachers. Sometimes there
are implications or gaps that a teacher needs to fill in. It is
important to be empathetic and understand that when a child is
being a bit fussy, they are acting in ways they deem to be
morally correct and these actions could have picked up from
absolutely anywhere.
Personally, I think that we have to be cautious of our
words, actions and body language as we are being continually
watched our own by children and students. We, as educators
play a crucial role in our students and children’s lives. It is
important that we embody good behavior and build confidence
and show patience not only to our students but ourselves. It is
up to us to build a nurturing and caring environment that makes
the child feel safe and thus reflects in their attitude. We must
encourage the child to learn better themselves. We must
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understand, as parents, teachers or guardians that only we can
bring a change in this generation and it is as easy as simple
kindness.

YOU ARE WHAT YOU WATCH
24 HOURS CHOCOLATE CHALLENGE! EATING ONLY CAKES
FOR ONE WHOLE DAY!
NEETA AMBANI KI SHANDAR LIFESTYLE DEKHIYE !
Does this sound familiar? Well, these are some of the headlines that grab
your attention as soon as you open Youtube on your device, be it mobile,
laptop or PC.
The current pandemic has not only forced us to work online but by
forbidding other forms of recreation like watching movies, eating out and
visiting public places, online viewing has become the only form of
entertainment for many. While watching TV and viewing videos on the
internet has always been a popular pastime, the number of viewers and
duration spent during the pandemic has increased significantly.
Various studies in the past few years have highlighted the effect excessive
viewing can have on our physical health. But not much attention has been
paid to the effect it can have our mental health and psyche.
Recent research shows that the quality of shows we watch can shape our
thinking, affect our political views and even impact our cognitive abilities.
This holds true not only for adults but for children as well.
A study on children who watched the popular educational programme
Sesame Street reported that regular viewers showed better academic
performance.
From this it is clear that what we choose to watch is most important. Just
as we need to eat a balanced diet to remain physically healthy, so also our
daily dose of viewing should include a good mix of entertainment and
educational/informative programmes.
When the pandemic began in March this year, those who were hooked to
news programmes, felt depressed and developed anxiety-related issues.
Excessive exposure to sensational and biased news can adversely affect
our mental health.
Serials and soap operas, on the other hand, often portray regressive social
practices and reinforce harmful stereotypes just to garner higher TRPs(

Television Rating Points). Viewers of these programmes unconsciously
internalise the messages of gender and caste discrimination they convey.
Letting your child watch a cartoon like Tom and Jerry is harmless, right?
Well, think again. I recollect an incident the principal of a school, herself
the mother of two young boys, had recounted at a PTA meeting some
years ago. When she reprimanded her older son for beating his younger
brother and explained the little boy could be seriously harmed, his answer
was shocking. “ Mummy, Tom also beats up Jerry just like that and in a
minute, Jerry is perfectly fine again. So what’s wrong if I hit chhotu ? ”
Sadly, this iconic show and others like it, are giving children a very wrong
impression about violence.
Youtube videos are another area of concern. What happens when someone
repeatedly watches ads of luxury products or videos showcasing the
extravagant lifestyles of billionaires and filmstars? Such content which
may not always be authentic,creates a desire to own that product or
emulate the rich and famous. Many youngsters with modest means have
fallen into this trap blinded by the glamour they see on screen.
Food challenges wherein popular Youtubers eat only a particular type of
food the entire day are just as bad. Instead of promoting a balanced diet, it
encourages excessive consumption of unhealthy foods. Also, in a country
where many can barely afford even one square meal a day, it is ironic to
see the rich splurging on expensive desserts just to fulfil a challenge!
Then what should we watch, you may ask? Educational videos on any
subject, ones which promote good values, content on wildlife and nature
conservation and videos which demonstrate any type of creative skillcookery, knitting, art and craft, woodwork,etc should definitely be on our
list. Mindful viewing where we consciously choose exactly what we wish
to see is the need of the hour.
(624 words)
SOURCE:
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/25/upshot/social-effects-television.html

YOU ARE WHAT YOU WATCH
It’s very true, as we all know that our eyes are the two souls of our body.’What
we Watch’ or ’see’, makes a tremendous impact on each one of us, irrespective
of one`s age. Once we see something or watch, we start to imbibe it, soon
thoughts are formed accordingly. We then come to our own conclusions on this
and soon put it into play in our own lives. Later, for many of us it becomes a
lifestyle to live according to what we have watched outside.
Today our exposure is very vast; to TV/INTERNET/NEWSPAPERS, MEDIA-in fact
the information is available at the snap of our fingers. Our technology has
enabled it to happen. So, what goes in as our major emotional diet every day is
forming the type of human being each one of us are today. One has to be very
alert always about what to watch and what not to watch. That which leads any
human being to lead a productive, contended and emotionally balanced life is
always welcome.Today’s generation has immense facilities for viewing good and
bad, so one has to be very careful and selective for one’s own good. Good
healthy emotional diet is good thoughts, words, and actions which ultimately
help in leading a normal healthy balanced life. Weelder as parents and mentors
need to assist the youngster generation in this game of What to Watch. At home
parents should keep a tab on what their children are watching and advise them
accordingly about the do’s and don’ts. Teachers in school can also play a similar
role. This will help to build the child’s reasoning capacity to decide what is good
or not good to watch. ‘Open to discussion`-should always be encouraged for any
doubts that the youngsters have, by parents and teachers, as today many things
that children watch or see is done without they really intending to do so—which
causes doubts and anxiety in them later. This needs to be addressed in time
with proper care and attention which is the need of the hour today. Right from
birth, every human being is watching/seeing the world around him or her –
absorbing everything knowingly and unknowingly and it is this emotional diet
that shapes the type of individual we all turn out to be. So, the onus is on each
one of us to take care about what we watch the whole day. We all needto do a
lot of self-analysis of ourselves about what we watch on TV/INTERNET/MEDIA--because it is ultimately all this content that goes to make up our emotional
structure or emotional wellbeing.
What you watch should be given the topmost priority in our lives todayas this
aspect is the deciding factor for the progress in each one of us and humanity at
large—both at the intellectual level and emotional level and getting us to that
goal, which is an emotionally well balanced, contented and productive life. Truly,
today EMOTIONAL QUOTIENT is as much important, if not more than
INTELLIGENT QUOTIENT and that depends on WHAT WE WATCH in our day to
day life. Success in life is not a climb up on the intelligent ladder only---it is a
combination of emotional and intelligent qualities where the emotional quotient
plays the major role in the final outcome of where human being can reach.

